
A GATHERING OF GALATIANS, MAP 5:
As the curtain closed on Turn 9, things appeared to have taken a favorable turn for the Romans.

Their right flank was stable. The two divisions of Italian medium infantry had survived the rush 
of barbarians from the woods. However late, the assembled cavalry on this side of the field 
finally started moving forward. The Tarentine and Allied light horse were targeting a unit of 
Thessalians which had learned a hard lesson about charging formed infantry. For the Galatians, 
this flank (their left) was frustrating. The two units of light chariots appeared to be trapped in the 
gap between the woods, and the four units of medium cavalry were proving deaf with regard to 
issued orders. 

Over on the other flank, the Principes and Triarii of the Latin Legion had shifted to their left in 
order to present a spear-lined front to the approaching Galatian horse. The lighter formations of 
this enemy division had ruined themselves fighting blocks of Italian infantry, but had managed 
to draw these troops away from the legion line. Far removed from all of this, the Celtic warband  
succeeded in breaking the three Galatian units (only after three turns of melee!) which had 
ganged up on these warriors working for the Roman cause. 

It’s safe to remark that the majority of the action for Turns 7, 8, and 9 took place in the center of 
the field. The back-and-forth battles here were quite sanguinary. Generally speaking, however, 
things eventually tilted in favor of the Roman legions. What remained of the Hastati cohorts 
were withdrawn behind the fresh lines of Principes, and these new units went to work with a 
relish. Training and discipline combined to destroy a few warbands - including the fanatics of 
the recently deceased Galatian “general” - in addition to forcing several more to retreat shaken 
and in disorder. Of the 15 original warbands in the leading division of the Galatian host, only 9 
remained at the end of Turn 9. Adding insult to injury, the collected warbands of Division C 
blundered (severely) and ran like little, albeit warrior-like, girls in the wrong direction. They did 
eventually turn around and sort themselves out, but their numbers were damaged for the rest of 
the day and their reputation was damaged for all time. 
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